Configuring Smyle Mouse TM
for Head-Pointing with AAC
A.

Why configure Smyle Mouse when using it as a Head
Pointer for AAC?

Smyle Mouse’s award-winning and patented technology makes it a powerful and versatile solution for
accessing Windows devices hands-free, touch-free and mouse-free. This hands-free access is greatly
beneficial for using general purpose applications as well as specialized AAC (Augmentative and Alternative
Communication) applications.
The needs of the user for hands-free control are subtly different when using AAC applications versus general
purpose applications. Given that the default settings for Smyle Mouse settings are more geared towards
general purpose applications, we recommend tweaking some of those settings for use with AAC applications.
The following sections describe how to configure Smyle Mouse when using it as a head pointer* along with
AAC / speech generation software such as Communicator 5, Essence, Grid 3, Snap+Core First, Word Power,
etc. This can provide the best experience to AAC users.

*Note: If the user is more interested in AAC/speech generation via switch scanning (versus head pointing),
please click here for instructions on how to configure Smyle Mouse as an adaptive switch.
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B.

Main Window
On the main window of Smyle Mouse, please take the following steps.

1. Tool Bar on the Main Window.
On the Tool bar (at the bottom on the Main Window shown above), make sure the various mode button
1a, 1b and 1c are highlighted as shown by clicking on them.
2. Bring up Settings Window.
Most of the settings in Smyle Mouse software are accessible via the Setting window. To get to the
Settings window, click on the Settings icon on the Tool bar. This will bring up the Settings window.

>> Use the following sections to tweak various settings on the Settings window as per the
need of the user. Please pay special attention to steps that are marked as <Required> or
<Recommended>.
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C.

Pointing
Various settings on the Pointing tab allow control over how the mouse pointer moves on the screen in
response to the head motion of the user. Please take the following steps-1. Click on the Pointing tab of the Settings Window.
The Settings window will display the Pointing tab content as follows.
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2. Adjust the Mouse Sensitivity (Speed)
Use these sliders to change how fast the mouse pointer moves on the screen in response to head motion
in the horizontal and vertical direction. If the user will be about an arm’s length away from the computer /
webcam, you can leave this setting as is, and increase or decrease it only if it feels too fast or slow.
3. Set Head Tremor Filter to Zero <Recommended>
For smoothest motion, set this value to zero. Only increase it if the user has a constant head shake that
leads to the mouse pointer to always be shaking on the screen thereby straying on neighboring buttons
on a grid and thereby leading to wrong selections.
4. Set Mouse Stickiness to Zero <Recommended>
For smoothest motion, set this value to zero.
Note: This setting is primarily meant for users who want to use Smyle Mouse for general purpose
applications. If a user would like to do use Smyle Mouse for both AAC and general purpose applications
at the same time, wherein they would like to park the mouse on the desktop without it constantly
responding to their slightest of head motions, they can increase this setting to a suitable non-zero value.
Please click here for Smyle Mouse User Guide for more details on the Mouse Stickiness feature.
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D. Clicking – By Using the AAC app’s “Dwell Click” function
When the user desires to use the AAC’s app’s dwell click function, please use the following steps in Smyle
Mouse to deactivate Smyle Mouse’s clicking function.
1. Click on the Clicking tab
The Settings window will display the Clicking tab content as follows.

2. Pause (Deactivate) Clicking by Smyle Mouse <Required>
Since this section is for users who want to click / select a button on a grid by dwelling the pointer over it,
we will deactivate clicking via Smyle Mouse. Please take the following steps-(a) Display the “Click Options form” by selecting the checkbox shown as 2(a) above.
(b) Deactivate clicking by clicking the “Pause” button on the Click Options form shown as 2(b) above.
(c) Doing the above step will change the “Pause” button to “Activate” as shown in 2(c) above.
(d) Close the “Click Options form” by clicking the red “X” button.
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E.

Clicking – By Using Smyle Mouse’s “Smile Clicking” function
When the user desires to select / click on a button on the AAC grid by using facial gesture (smiling),
please take the following steps to activate and configure Smyle Mouse’s smile clicking function.
1. Click on the Clicking tab
The Settings window will display the Clicking tab content as follows.

2. Make sure clicking by Smyle Mouse is activated. <Required>
Since in this section user desires to click a button on the AAC grid by smiling, make sure that clicking
function is activated in Smyle Mouse.
(a) Display the “Click Options form” by selecting the checkbox above.
(b) Make sure the Pause button is showing on the on the Click Options form as shown above.
(If the bottommost button on the Click Options form says “Activate” instead, please click it so that
the Pause button appears as shown in 2(b) above.)
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3. Activate Instantaneous Click (upon a user gesture) <Recommended>
When using Smyle Mouse, start of a face gesture (such as a smile) causes a mouse / switch button to be
pressed and stopping the face gesture causes the pressed mouse / switch button to be released. If the
user does not or cannot hold their head steady while performing the smile, that may result in a click-anddrag instead of a click. This could lead to incorrect activations on an AAC grid.
We recommend choosing the “Activate Instant Click” option on Clicking tab.
Note: When activated, this may cause the pointer to appear to freeze after the click, until the user stops
performing the face gesture. This is done to prevent unintentional click-and-drags.
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F.

Preferences
We recommend the following steps on the Preferences tab.
1. Visual Feedback: Mouse Animation <Recommended>
Unselect all the check boxes in this sub-section with the exception of the first one (“Highlight Mouse
When Moving”). This checkbox helps users who may have trouble spotting the mouse pointer on the
screen.

2. Visual Feedback: Face Detection and Expression Feedback <Recommended>
In this sub-section, we only recommend unselecting the “Face Detected Icon” and “Show Smile Level Icon”
checkboxes. This way, the user will be alerted when their face is not in proper view of the camera.
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3. Audio Feedback: Warning Sounds <Recommended>
In this sub-section, we recommend unselecting the “Click gesture ignored due to excessive head motion”
checkbox, especially when the user has poor control over head motion and face gestures.
4. Camera Settings: Image Resolution Enhancement <Recommended>
In this sub-section (of the Advanced Options section), if the user will be about an arm distance away from
the computer / webcam or less, we recommend reducing this setting to zero. This will help lighten the
load on the CPU, thereby reducing power consumption.
On the other hand, if the user will be seated farther than about 30 inches from the camera, or if finer
control is desired, try increasing this setting in steps of 50.
Note: You may have to scroll down in the Preferences tab in order to see this sub-section.
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5. Frame Rate
We recommend that AAC users first try out the default setting of 32. If needed, one can lower the frame
rate to reduce power consumption. However, lowering the frame rate will make the mouse pointer
motion feel less smooth. The final value chosen for this setting should be based on the tradeoff the user
wants to make between power consumption and preferred level of pointer motion smoothness.
Note: Please remember to set the Mouse Stickiness to zero, as explained in the Pointing section, earlier in
this document. This is especially important at reduced frame rates.
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